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In terms of features, NBA Live 07 is loading.
It has everything you could want in a
basketball game (except for smooth

animations and good controls). It can be
played over the network, communicating

with people. Well, it's more like live
basketball than its predecessor. Version: Live
7 Network Edition (US/China) Price: $5.99 /

$6.99. Release date: 09/12/07 Capabilities
NBA Live 07 is a multiplayer basketball
standup game. The game, no doubt, will

appeal to basketball fans, but we didnâ€™t
notice anything particularly unusual. The

game has the ability to compete with other
players for a rating, if you "beat" the

opponent, you get 20% of his income. If
someone throws from afar, then you get a

rating of 4, and your points that were scored
during such a game are saved. And if you

score 50 points, then your rating grows to a
maximum of 50,000. NHL Live 7 U/Chinas

(GamerJaunt) Screenshots Did you find
something unusual? Please enjoy! In NHL
Live 07, unlike NBA Live, we will not see
supermen and other non-human characters.
But there is basketball in the game. You can
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"climb" any box, attach a basketball hoop to
it and play by jumping over the hoop.
Somewhere on the level of NBA Live

7/Britain, there is a so-called "battalion" in
the game. It consists of two people and can,

say, three attacks in each round. And, of
course, there is also, so to speak, "large

caliber". This is a player who can shoot, can
create shots, or block players on the opposing
team. In principle, players of any team can be

chosen as basketball players. We enjoyed
playing this game, but, unfortunately, we
cannot call it completely interesting. In

addition, we still have a lot of questions, the
answers to which we received in the course
of familiarization with the game. We cannot

say why there is no dribbling animation in the
game, why there is no scoring animation and
others. In NBA Live, for the first time, the

ability to control the ball appeared. True, it is
similar to the control of the "handle". Every

game
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